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ARTICLES 

Torture and the Biopolitics of Race 

DOROTHY ROBERTS* 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In December 2005, in the midst of congressional debate about Pres
ident Bush' s policy on detctinee interrogations, I happened upon a scene 
un £-Ring, a new television program on NBC set in the Pentagon.1 An 
officer working for the Joint Chiefs of Staff is talking by phone to a 
member of his special -operatives team stationed in Uzbekistan about 
capturing a Muslim terrorist. The camera zooms in on a bearded man 
dressed in foreign garb as the officer describes the methods the operative 
... hould use to kidnap him. "l thought we couldn't do that on human 
heings any more," the operative says.2 The officer responds: "That 
'>cum bag ain't no human being to us."J The camera cuts to an Ameri
can tlag hanging on the Pentagon wall.4 

This fictional officer expressed a common defense of torture: By 
classifying the enemy as less than human, it becomes acceptable to treat 
him inhumanely. The torturer then graphically imposes this wretched 
\latus on the victim's body, confirming and reproducing the classifica
tion. The physical imposition of inferior status makes torture a particu
larly effective technology for enforcing the racial order: race is a system 
of governance that classifies human beings into a political hierarchy 
hascd on invented biological demarcations. This essay explores the 
United States' past and contemporary uses of torture to reinforce the 
domestic and global racial hierarchy. Part II discusses how state-sane-
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tioned torture of foreign detainees supports U.S. imperialism abroad 
while at home the same torture of black people preserves white 
supremacy, and together these mechanisms further the biopolitical logic 
of race. Part Ill demonstrates that the contemporary legal edifice erected 
by the Bush administration to shield torture has direct antecedents in the 
colonial and neocolonial jurisprudence that justified the uncivilized 
treatment of African and Asian natives under the racialized theory of 
savage war.5 

Part TV discusses the implications of the parallel between the cur
rent normalization of totture and the resurgence of scientific and com
mercial interest in genetic differences among "races." The re
biologization of race seems acceptable today precisely because prior 
forms of overt racial violence are now institutionalized in new ways that 
make them invisible to many Americans, providing a mechanism for the 
re-production of white supremacy in the post-civil-rights era.6 The 
acceptance of torture of enemy combatants does more than rationalize 
the abuse of black citizens. Foreign torture also supports racist forms of 
punitive governance, such as mass incarceration, and contains organized 
resistance against them. Thus, I argue that the imperialist defense of 
torture helps to legitimate a new coercive biopolitics of race at a time 
when the United States claims to have moved beyond violent enforce
ment of racial hierarchies. 

II. ToRTURE AND WHITE SuPREMACY 

Contrary to the claim that torture is aberrational in the United 
States, racism and torture have a history intimately associated with 
domestic and foreign policy.7 Torture's maintenance and production of 
racialized hierarchies Jinks the current treatment of detainees in Afghan
istan, lrag, and Guantanamo to the status of African Americans in the 
United States. Torture functions similarly in  both cases to mark the bod· 
ies of brown-skinned victims as savage objects undeserving of civilized 
legal protection and tq violently impose their subjugated status. State
sanctioned torture of "enemy combatants" also reinforces a racial bio· 
pqlitics within the United States that claims scientific confirmation of 

5. See infra Pan III. 
6. See L oi"c Wacquant, From Slavery to Mass Incarceration: Rethinking the 'Race Question' 

in the US. NEw LEFT REv. {Eng.). J an.-Feb. 2002, at 4 I, 54-60 {discussing the effect of h is tor ica l  
race-making instit utions o n  the current s ocietal creation of a mi nority under class). 

7. See generally David Garland, Penal Excess and Surplus Menning: Public Torrurt 
Lynchings in Twemierh-Cenrury America, 39 LAw & Soc'v REv. 793, 809 {2005); Robert N. 
St rassfield, American Innocence, 37 CASE W. RES. J. INT'L L. 277, 283-303 {2006) (discuss ing 
the United Stat es' use of torture abroad). 
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racial classifications to rationalize deepenin g social inequality. 8 
In the Un ited States, torture has played a promin ent part i n  the vio

lence needed to maintain white supremacy.9 Enslavement of human 
bein gs placed a category of people outside the ambit of human i ty , giving 
the slaveholding class unrestrained license to inflict physical pain on 
their bodies. The invention of race to justi fy enslaving human beings 
created a new torturable class in the Americas. The classification of 
human beings into biological races perm itted infliction of suffering on 
the bodies of subordinated people who were deemed to be subhuman. 
White slaveholders classified Africans as an animal-like race, separate 
and inferior to whites that could be legally treated as chattel property. 10 

Blacks were perceived as being less civilized because they were deemed 
to be closer to animals; this idea was based largely on notions of wild 
people and wild animals originating in Africa. 1 1 Whites created the 
myth of blacks' wild behavior that stemmed from the race's inherent 
inability to control their bodily impulses. 12 Whites classified black peo
ple as biologically close to animals so they could treat black people 
legally as animals. Slave masters were therefore free to tolture and rape 
their slaves with impunity . This torture, i n  tum, produced abjectly ser
vile black bodies whose physical state confirmed their inferior position 
and whites' dominance in the racialized system of governance. 

After Emancipation, Southerners instituted the ritual kidnapping 
and killing of blacks in highly publicized ceremonies to reestablish 
white rule.13 Among the thousands of lynchings recorded between 1882 
and 1940, several hundred were unspeakably cruel spectacles attended 
by crowds of white onlookers . 14 Torture was an i ntegral part of the exe
cution, in which murdering the victim was only one stage of the ritual.15 
The first stage of lynching was often to extract a confession by whipping 
or burning the accused. Roosevelt Townes and "Bootjack" McDaniels 

8. See infra Pan IV. 
9. See Garland, supra nole 7, at 800 (discussing "the emergence of the ritual of public 

tonure lynchings as a means" or expressing ··white supremacisl values"); Jerome H. Skolnick. 
American lmerrogarion: From Torture to Trickery. in ToRTUKE: A CoLLECTioN 105, 105-{)6 
(Sanford Levinson ed., 2004) ("After the Civil War and into the 1930s. the public tonncnts of 
Southern 'lynchings' were inflicted on black men in the interest' of upholding a racist social 
order." (footn ote omiued)). 

10. See generally GEoRGE M. FREDRICKSoN, T11E BI.ACK IMA<a; IN THE W111TE MINI> 74-90 
(1987); AUDREY SMEDLEY, RACE IN NoRTII AMERICA 118, 141-43 (2d. cd. 1993); NANCY 
STEPAN, THE IDEA OF RACE IN SCIENCE: GKEAT BRITAIN 1800-1960 (1982). 

I I. PATRICIA HtLL CoLuNs, BLAcK SExUAL PoLITICS 99-100 (2004). 
12. /d. 
13. See W. fiTZHUGH BRUNDAGE, LYNCHING IN nm NEw SouTH 6 (1993); P11tL1P DRAY. AT 

THE HANDS OF PeRSONS UNKNOWN: THE LYNCHINGS 01' BLACK AMERICA 60 (2002). 

14. See Garland, supra note 7, a1 793-94. 
15. See id. at 805-06 (describing the gruesome process of lynchings). 
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were the viCtimS of the last recorded spectacle lynching in Duck Hill, 
Mississippi, in 1937. '6 After they were arraigned for the murder of a 
white store owner, they were seized by a mob who tortured them with a 
chain and blowtorch to make them confess, before shooting, mutilating, 
and burning them to death.17 The truth of the allegations against lynch
ing victims, as well as their so-called confessions, was immaterial; what 
mattered was their torturers' power to make them confess. 

In what David Garland has called "public torture lynchings," the 
untried black suspects were mercilessly tormented in ways we usually 
associate with medieval ordeals.18 Although the victims were hung from 
trees and utility poles, they rarely died from strangulation. 19 They were 
typically shot, mutilated, and burned to death.2° Garland writes, "Lynch 

victims were maimed while still alive, their ears or fingers or genitals 
amputated, their bodies stabbed and cut, their entrails pulled out before 
their eyes."21 I n  1893, seventeen-year-old Henry Smith became a victim 
of a public-torture lynching when he was accused of raping and killing 
the daughter of the sheriff of Paris, TexasY After being paraded 
through town on a carnival float, Smith was set on fire in front of hun
dreds of spectators, many arriving by special train for the event, as the 
local press took photographs.23 Before dousing him with oil, the vigi
lantes, including the sheriff, used hot irons to sear his flesh to the bone, 
burned his tongue, and gouged out his eyes.24 After a lynching, the 
corpse was commonly cut up and spectators competed for body parts or 
searched through the ashes for bits of bone to take home as souvenirs.25 

By leaving disfigured black bodies hanging like "strange fruit" 
from tree limbs, lynch mobs reinstated the white power structure 
threatened by Emancipation and Reconstruction. Spectacle lynchings 
proclaimed the futility of the freedmen's new civil rights, literally rein
stating black bodies as the property of whites that could be chopped to 
pieces for their entertainment.26 The tortured black body displayed for 

16. DRAY, supra note 13, at 359-60. 
17. ld. 
18. Garland, supra note 7, at 796 ("[S]pectacles of torture, dismcmbem1ent, and burning are 

understood as 'pre-modem' phenomena, associated with absolutist monarchs, medieval 
sensibilities, and lawless regions."). 

19. ld. at 805 
20. ld. 

21. ld. (citations omitted). 
22. DRAY, supra note 13, at 77-79; Timothy V. Kaufman-Osborn, Capital Punishment as 

Legal Lynching?, in FRoM LYNCH Moos TO THE Kn.LING STATE 21, 29-30 (Charles J. Ogletree, 
Jr. & Austin Sarat eds .. 2006). 

23. Kaufman-Osborn, supra note 22, at 29. 
24. ld. 

25. ld. at 29-30. 
26. See Garland. supra note 7, at 823-24 ("[Public lynchings] made it plain, to blacks and to 
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public consumption affirmed the dominance of whites and exclusion of 
blacks from citizenship, and it served as a warning to anyone who defied 
this racial order. 

It was not the execution itself that served this function, but specifi
cally the torture of the victims' bodies. This ritual of torture was 
reserved only for black victims of lynching because it constituted a 
political message about race_27 Torture lynchings punished crimes per
ceived to violate the most imperative racial codes-murdering a white 
employer, sheriff, or public official, or raping a white woman.n Torture 
marks the bodies of its victims as subservient, humiliated, and degraded. 
By inflicting grotesque ordeals, whites stripped blacks in the starkest 
way possible of their human dignity and legal rights.29 As Garland 
points out, the hundreds of public-torture lynchings celebrated until 
almost 1940 contradict the scholarly narrative about the civilizing evolu
tion of punishments in America.30 

Southern whites revived archaic forms of execution involving tor
ture, burning, and mutilation to show that "regular justice" was "too 
dignified" for black offenders.31 The public torture of blacks accused of 
offending the racial order demonstrated whites' unlimited power and 
blacks' utter worthlessness. This nation's rights, liberties, and justice 
were meant for white people only; blacks meant nothing before the law. 
In short, it is not only that race produces torture; torture also produces 
race-by physically forcing black victims into the utmost subservient 
posture, inscribing their political position in the racial order. 

Liz Philipose highlights the functions that public lynchings served. 
They not only warned against violating rac;ial rules; public lynchings 
also provided visual confirmation of whites' beliefs about the criminal 
propensities of blacks.32 Lynched bodies were left hanging in well-trav
eled areas such as near railroad tracks, bridges, and community bill
boards to ensure that the entire community, in addition to the crowds 

whites, that despite Emancipation and Reconstruction, despite the 13th and 14th Amendments. 
black bodies remained the property of white people and could still be exploited for profit and for 
pleasure."); see also Skolnick, supra note 9, at 106; Kaufman-Osborn, .1upra note 22. at 30. 

27. See Garland, supra note 7, at 804; Kaufman-Osborn, supra note 22, at 30. 

28. See Garland, supra note 7, at 816. 

29. Kaufman-Osborn, supra note 22, at 30 ("To blacks, and especially to black men. the 
lynched body communicated their vulnerability, their debasement, their exclusion from the 
community to which, by federal law, they now easily belonged."). 

30. Garland, supra note 7, at 797 ("[A] consideration of [public torture lynchings'] form and 
character would strongly contradict the received wisdom about the course of penal change and the 
civilizing process that accompanied it."). 

31. !d. at 813-14. 

32. See Liz Philipose, The Politics of Pain and the Uses of Torture, 32 S10Ns: J. WoMEN IN 
CuLTURE & Soc'v 1047, 1053 (2007). 
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that aathered at the live spectacle, viewed them.33 Torture's production 0 
of race works within a "regime of visibility" in which visual cues signal 
the hidden, intrinsic nature that people supposedly inherit according to 
their race.34 

Spectacle lynchings were also regularly photographed.35 Whites 
purchased photographs of the mutilated bodies as mementos of the event 
and mailed gruesome picture postcards to their friends and relatives. Joe 
Myers sent his parents a postcard in May 1916 displaying "the charred, 
barely recognizable, corpse of Jesse Washington, suspended from a util
ity pole in Robinson, Texas."36 The message read, "This is the Barbecue 
we had last night my picture is to the left with a cross over it" and is 
signed, "your son Joe.'m The postcards' cheerful messages reveal that 
whites did not see these torture killings as "atrocious acts of savagery" 
but as a socially approved way of punishing blacks.38 

Several scholars have noted parallels between the contemporary 
mass circulation of photographs showing scenes of sexualized torture in 
t he Abu Ghraib detention center and of those depicting staged lynchings 
of blacks decades ago.39 Some poses in the Abu Ghraib photographs 
strikingly (and perhaps deliberately) mirror lynching iconography-the 
hooded detainee with a noose around his neck; the naked detainees 
posed in sexually humiliating positions, lacerated, shackled, and held by 
a dog leash; the U.S. soldiers grinning triumphantly in front of their 
degraded victims.40 "By looking at the tortured bodies of detainees 
under the gaze of U.S. soldiers," Philipose explains, "we gain clues to a 
deep structure of racialized pathology abiding within the so-called Mus
lim terrorist."41 As spectacle lynchings validated white beliefs about 
black subjection and criminality, the familiar images of torture in Abu 
Ghraib helped to construct the racialized terrorist in the public 
imagination. 

:u. See id. at I 059. 
34. /d. at 1048. 

35. See generally WITHOUT SANCruAHY: LvNCIIr:-<G PHOTOGJ<APHY IN AMEJ<JCA (James Allen 
ct al. cds .. 2000} (showing dozens of photographs of lynchings}. 

36. Garland, supra note 7, at 794. 
37. /d. 
38. /d. at 795. 

. 
39. See Philiposc, supra note 32, at 1049: xee al.m Hazel Carby, A Strange and Bitter Crop: 

The Spectacle of Torture, OPENDEMOCHACY .NET, Oct. 1 1 . 2004, hnp://www.opendemocracy.net/ 
coment/artides/PDF/2149.pdf. See fleneral/y David Levi Strauss. Breakdown in the Gray Room: 
RI'Cent Turns in the Image War. in Auu GHRAJll: THE PouTJCS OF ToRTURE 87, 9 I (2004); Dora 
/\pel, Torture Culture: Lynching Photographs and the Images of Abu Ghraib, ART J., Summer 
2005, at 88. 

40. See MARK DANNER, TORTURE t\ND TRUTfl: AMERICA, Anu GHRAIB, AND THE WAR ON 
TERROJ{ 217-24 (2004) (showing the photographs). 

41. Phtlipose, supra note 32, at I 056. 
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These widely distdbuted torture scenes were mirrored in the chil
ling footage of guards at a Panama City boot camp tormenting fourteen
year-old Martin Lee Anderson to death in January 2006.42 A security 
videotape, aired on television and the Internet, captured seven guards 
"covering Martin's mouth, forcing him to inhale ammonia and striking 
him repeatedly after he stopped running on his first day at the camp."43 
The tape shows a nurse standing by and deliberately watching the entire 
ordeal, as if giving medical sanction to the guards' deadly brutality.44 
This scene ties the legacy of lynching to the present day and situates it in 
the police station and prison cell. The jurors' acquittal of the defendants 
suggests that torture of blacks by police officers and prison guards is an 
accepted part of the U.S. criminal-justice system that oversees stagger
ing numbers of black men and women.45 

The roots of coercive police-interrogation techniques, known as the 
third degree,46 can be traced to lynching.47 Jerome Skolnick shows that 
public torture lynchings, typically carried out with the participation or 
sanction of the police, led directly to police whippings of black suspects 
to obtain a confession.48 The U.S. Supreme Court case Brown v. Missis
sippi, decided in J 936, involved the convictions of three black tenant 
farmers for murdering a white planter based solely on their confes
sions.49 When one of the defendants, Ellington, denied committing the 
crime, the deputy sheriff and his posse hanged him from a tree, and 
when he continued to profess hi. innocence, tied him to a tree and 
whipped him.50 Over the course of several days, Ellington was brutally 
whipped until he confessed.51 A deputy dictated his statement.52 "The 
record of the testimony shows that the signs of the rope on his neck were 
plainly visible during the so-called trial[.]" the Supreme Court opinion 
noted. 53 

The sheriffs deputy in Brown v. Mississippi saw no need to deny 

42. Terry Aguayo, Florida: Not-Guilty !'leas in Boot Camp Death, N.Y. TIMES, Jan 19, 2007. 
at Al7. 

43. /d. 

44. Abby Goodnough, 8 Acquiued in Death of Boy. 14, ill Florida, N.Y. TIMES. Oc1. 13. 
2007, at A8. 

45. See generally PRISON NATION 216-77 (Tara Herivel & Paul Wrighl eds .. 200�) 
(concerning rape, racism, and repn:ssion in lhc criminal justice system). 

46. Skolnick, supra note 9, at 105. 112-13. 

47. ld. at 105-06. 

48. /d. at 107-08. 

49. 297 u.s. 278, 281 (1936}. 

50. ld. 

51. ld. 

52. ld. at 282. 

53. !d. at 281. 
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presiding over the torture of the black suspects.54 Rather, he testified 
that the whipping was "not too much for a Negro."55 This might explain 
why the Supreme Court of Mississippi upheld the trial court's admission 
or the tainted confessions into evidence: whipping was not considered an 
excessive interrogation technique when imposed on black people.56 It 
seems preposterous that the Mississippi judge believed that the black 
farmers' words were true confessions. In overturning the Supreme 
Court of Mississippi's decision, Justice Hughes called the whippings 
"revolting to the sense of justice."57 Clearly the whippings the defend
ants endured had everything to do with enforcing white power and noth
ing to do with eliciting information about their alleged crime. "[A]s the 
content and context of the torturer's questions make clear," Elaine 
Scarry writes in The Body in Pain, "the fact that something is asked as if 
the content of the answer matters does not mean that it matters."58 
These were "methods of repression," not methods of interrogation.59 

Police torture of suspects continues to be a tolerated means of con
firming the presumed criminality of blacks. White police officers in the 
Area Two Violent Crimes unit on the south side of Chicago carried on a 
reign of torture against black residents for two decades beginning in the 
1970s.60 Led by Lieutenant Jon Burge, officers coerced dozens of con
fessions by punching and kicking suspects, burning them with radiators 
and cigarettes, putting guns in their m ouths, placing plastic bags over 
their heads, and delivering electric shocks to their ears, nose, fingers, 
and genitals.61 

Complaints describing similar acts of torture were filed with 
administrative agencies, the mayor, the state's attorney, and the U.S. 
attorney, and alleged by victims at their criminal trials.62 But all ignored 
the evidence, and the Of fice of Professional Standards did not investi
gate the complaints until 1990, following a damning Amnesty Interna
tional report.63 The city suppressed the Oftice's report finding 

54. /d. at 284-85. 
55. /d. at 284. 
56. Compare PwRRE VIDAL-NAQUET, ToRnJRE: CANCER oF DEMOCRACY, FRANCE AI'D 

ALGERJA 1954-62 (Barry Richard trans., 1963), which explains the campaign of French torture of 
Algerians in similar terms. "Racial feeling has reached such a pitch that the average Frenchman is 
incapable of 'pulling himself in the place' of an Algerian who was tonured, or shot after a 
mockery of a trial, or summarily executed." /d. at 16. 

57. Brown, 297 U.S. at 286. 
58. ELAINE SCARRY, THE BooY IN PAIN 29 (1985). 
59. VmAL-NAQUET, supra note 56, at 7. 
60. JoHN CoNROY, UNSPEAKABLE Acrs, O�tOINARY PEOPLE 21-26, 60-87 (2000). 
61. /d. 
62. Susan Bandcs, Pacrerns of Injustice: Police Brutality in the Courrs, 47 BuFF. L. REv. 

1275, 1288 (1999). 
63. See CoNROY, supra note 60, at 226. 
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systematic torture in Area Two until 1992.64 Burge was eventually fired 
in 1993; no criminal charges were ever brought against him or any other 
Area Two officer.65 

Physical and sexual abuse of prisoners pervades the American 
prison system and takes place "with little public knowledge or con
cem."66 Guards have used restraint chairs, a retraining device that locks 
a prisoner's legs, arms, and torso with belts and cuffs, not only to control 
violent inmates but to sadistically punish those who challenge prison 
rules.67 Male and female prisoners have been strapped to the chair com
pletely naked, gagged, hooded, beaten, pepper-sprayed, and left to die 
from asphyxia and blood clots.68 Inside the walls, the tool is aptly 
known as the "torture chair," "slave chair," and "devil ' s chair. "69 
Recent federal legislation, including the A ntiterrorism and Effective 
Death Penalty Act of 199670 and the Prison Litigation Reform Act of 
1995,71 permits prison torture to continue by blocking prisoners' access 
to the courts.72 The chain of racialized torture that spanned slavery, 
lynching, and police w hippings remains unbroken in the brutalization of 
black suspects and inmates routinely carried out in today's criminal jus
tice system. 

III. RESUSCITATING CoL ONIAL DEr-ENSES OF ToRTURE 

The public debate over the treatment of detainees tends to overlook 
torture's political function. The legality of U.S. interrogation techniques 
in the War on Terror has focused largely on the precise definition of 
torture, or, more precisely, narrowing the definition enough to exempt 
U.S. officials from criminal liability under international and domestic 
laws.73 At the outset of U.S. incursions in Afghanistan and Iraq, govern
ment lawyers embarked on a mission to set a sufficiently high standard 
for torture to render the military's harsh custodial conditions and interro-

64. Bandes, supra note 62, at 1289. 

65. !d. 

66. Fox Butterfield, The Struggle for Iraq: Prisoners; Mistreatment of Prisoners Is Called 
Routine in U.S., N.Y. TtMES, May 8, 2004, �� All. 

67. See Anne-Marie Cusac, The Restraint Chair, in PRISON NATION supra note 45, at 216-26. 

68. /d. 

69. /d. at 216. 

70. Pub. L. No. 104-132, 110 Stat. 1214 (codified as amended in scattered sections of 8. 15. 
18, 21, 22, 28. 40, 42. 49 & 50 U.S.C.). 

71. Pub. L. No. 104-134. tit. vn. 110 Stat. 1321, 1321-66 (codified as amended at 18 U.S.C. 
§ 3601). 

72. Matthew T. Clarke, Barring the Federal Courthouses to Prisoners, in PRISON NATION 

supra note 45, at 301-14. 

73. Jose E. Alvarez, Torturing the Law, 37 CASE W. REs. J. I!'.'T'L L. 175, 184 (2006). 
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oat ion methods permissible.74 This tactical analysis of torture fits into a 
broader legal framework that denies detainees basic legal protections 
ouaranteed by the U.S. Constitution, the laws of war, and international 
human-rights principles.75 Far from operating extra-legally, an elite 
legal establishment has painstakingly defined and defended official bru· 

tality. Jose Alvarez notes that "(t]he torturer is now us--distinguished, 
accomplished, highly credentialed public servants and high government 
officials."76 President Bush himself set the machinery in motion on Feb
ruary 7. 2002. when he issued a memorandum declaring that the Geneva 
Conventions did not apply to detainees in Afghanista n and 

Guantanamo.77 

The Torture Papers, a collection of legal memoranda released in 
the wake of the Abu Ghraib scandal, show that attorneys in the Justice 
and Defense Departments devoted their legal skills to parsing the United 
Nation Convention's distinction between impermissible torture and 
··merely" cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment.78 According to Jay 
Bybee, then head of the Office of Legal Counsel and now a federal 
judge, only physical pain "equivalent in intensity to the pain accompa
nying serious physical injury, such as organ failure, impairment of bod

ily function, or e ven death," amounts to torture.79 The lawyers' 
memoranda transformed the Torture Convention from a ban on torture to 
a license to commit cruel, inhuman, and degrading acts on detainees.su 
Soldiers who step across this line by inflicting sadistic torture are 
described as "rogues" who are not following official standards.H1 Five 
years later, during confirmation hearings before the Senate Judiciary 

74. See David Luban, Liberalism, Torrure. and the Ticking Bomb, in TilE ToRTURE DEBATE 
"' AMERICA 35, 52-74 (Karen J. Greenberg ed., 2006). 

75. See DAVID COLE, EKEMY ALIENS: DOUOLE STANDARDS AND CONSTITUTIONAL FREEDOMS 
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I'RESIDENTIAL POWER (2007). 
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125 (2006). 

78. THE ToRTURE PAPERS: T11E RoAD TO Aau G�IRAIB (Karen J. Greenberg & Joshua L. 
Dratel ells .. 2005 ). 

79. Memorandum from the Offi ce of Legal Counsel, Dcp't of Justice, for Alberto R. 
Gonzales. Standards of Conduc1 for Inten'Ogation Under 18 U.S.C. §§ 2340-2340A (Aug. I, 
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Committee, President Bush's nominee for attorney general, Michael B .  
Mukasey, continued this legal chicanery i n  response to senators' ques
tions about his views on torture. He refused to state whether he consid
ered simulated drowning, known as waterboarding, to constitute 
torture.82 Mukasey also suggested that the President's authority as 
commander in chief might allow him to authorize "enhanced" interroga
tion techniques for terrorism suspects even if they would otherwise be 
illegal. RJ 

By this reasoning, the government has an el aborate policy to justi fy 
the inhumane treatment of detainees while mai ntaining that it has no 
policy of torture. This preoccupation with the legal technicalities of tor
ture deflects attention from the more fundamental question: Why is offi
cial infliction of intense suffering on certain human beings acceptable at 
all? 

In Torture: Cancer of Democracy, French hi storian Pierre Vidal
Naquet stated that French soldiers who tortured Algerian rebels in the 
1 950s "had good reason to feel that they were acting within legal 
bounds. The fact that some of them may have gone well beyond their 
instructions out of sadism or a spirit of initiative, is a difference of 
degree, not of kind."84 A difference of degree, not of kind. I think by 
"kind," Vidal-Naquet means the kind of policy that permits the infliction 
of pain and humiliation on certain human beings. This policy does not 
really hinge on the degree of pain and humiliation that is legal; rather. it 
depends on the classification of certain people as undeserving of dignity,  
rights, and justice and therefore morally subject to pain and humiliation. 

The legal ectifice currently erected to shield torture has direct ante
cedents in the colonial jurisprudence that justified the differential treat
ment of African and Asian natives by U.S. and European impei;al i sts .  
Paul Gilroy argues that casting U.S.  invasions overseas as "an 'ethical ' 
force which can promote good and stability amidst the t1ux and chaos of 
the postcolonial world" mirrors nineteenth-century colonizers' descrip
tion of their civilizing missions in Africa and Asia.85 The remarks of 
British imperialist Joseph Chamberlain at a Royal Colonial Institute din
ner in 1 897, for example, bear an eerie resemblance to President Bush's  
moralistic defense of war as a battle to safeguard Western ideals: 

You cannot have omelettes without breaking eggs; you cannot 
destroy the practices of barbarism, of slavery of superstition, which 
for centuries have desolated the interior of Africa, without the use of 

82. Philip Shenon, Serwtors Clash With Nominee Over Torture and Limits of Law, N.Y. 
TiM liS, Oct. 19, 2007. a! A I .  
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force; but if you will fairly contrast the gain to humanity with the 
price which we are bound to pay for it, I think you may well rejoice 
in the result of such expeditions as those which have recently been 
conducted with such signal success in NyasaJand, Ashanti, Benin, 
and Nupe-expeditions which may have, and indeed have, cost valu
able lives, but as to which we may rest assured for one life lost a 

hundred wil l  be gained, and the cause of civilization and the prosper
ity of the people will in the long run be eminently advanced.86 

The U.S. government imitated colonial administration when it 
employed "obscure paralegal categories" such as "enemy combatants" to 
hold detainees indefinitely without the protections accorded to criminal 
defendants or prisoners of war.87 The Bush administration's rationale 
for abandoning human-rights restraints on abusive treatment, though 
bleached of any explicitly racial language, fits a historical pattern of 
justifications for imperialist atrocities. Lawyers in the Justice Depart
ment took the position that the United States was engaged in a new type 
of war that necessitated replacing protections accorded to prisoners 
under the Geneva Conventions with a "de novo legal regime that they 
believed would be superior for the capture, detention, treatment and trial 
of enemy prisoners."88 Because "[i]t is not the traditional clash between 
nations adhering to the laws of war[,]" then Counsel to the President, 
Alberto Gonzales r easoned, the Convention's strict limits on questioning 
enemy prisoners were rendered "obsolete" and "quaint."89 The terrorist 

is constructed as a stateless outlaw who by definition has voluntarily 
forfeited his claim to legal protection.90 

Colonial courts similarly ruled that legal protections accorded to 
citizens did not extend extraterritorially to protect colonized natives 
from abuse by governmental agents.91 As one British judge explained, 
the rule of law could be suspended i n  the African colonies because "a 
few dominant civilised men have to control a great multitude of the 

86. !d. at 61  (quoting Joseph Chamberlain, Remarks at the Royal Colonial Institute Dinner 
(Mar. 1897}). 
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semi-barbarous."92 Thus, racial classifications that marked Africans as 
uncivilized savages justified the uncivilized use of torture in waging an 
imperialist war against them. 

During the twentieth century, the United S tates employed torture to 
advance its i mperialist missions on the same "savage war" grounds. 
When the U.S.  military under President Theodore Roosevelt stamped 
out a nationalist insurrection in the Philippines, a war correspondent for 
the Philadelphia Ledger wrote that U.S.  soldiers' ruthless mass extermi
nations and torture of men, women, and children reflected the prevailing 
belief that the Filipino "was little better than a dog."93 "It is not civi
lized warfare, but we are not dealing with civilized people[,]" he 
reported.94 "The only thing they know and fear is force, violence, and 
brutality, and we give it to them[,)" he stated.95 William Howard Taft, 
then Governor-General of the Philippines, testified before Congress that 
these extreme measures were a necessary aspect of war "between supe
rior and inferior races. "96 

During the Vietnam War, American servicemen routinely rounded 
up villagers suspected of sympathizing with the Viet Cong and deli vered 
them to the South Vietnamese for brutal interrogation and execution.97 
The United States also funded, trained, and equipped the National Police 
who tortured political prisoners including communists, student protes
tors, and Buddhists, throughout the U.S. involvement in Vietnam.98 The 
Saigon government adopted the symbol of French colonial terror, the 
Tiger Cages at the prison on Con Son Island, where starving prisoners 
were so cramped that many were permanently crippled by their 
confinement.99 

The Vietnamese interrogators borrowed the French method of tor
turing prisoners. In 1949, a journalist who visited a French officer's 
quarters in then Indo-China recounted that the officer pointed out his 
"machine for making people talk."'00 The officer described the machine 
as "[ v ]ery handy for i nterrogating prisoners." "You attach the positive 
pole and the negative pole, tum the handle, and the prisoner squeals[.l" 
the officer said.101 In Vietnam, as well, the military ' s  racist views of the 

92. ld. at 361 (emphasis and citation omitted). 

93. Strassfeld, supra note 7, at 284. 
94. /d. 
95. /d. 

96. Jd. (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). 
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enemy justified departing from civilized restraints on warfare. As Gen
eral William Westmoreland, commander of U.S.  forces in Vietnam, put 
it, "l t]he Oriental doesn't put the same high price on life as does the 

Westerner . . . .  [L]ife is cheap in t he Orient."102 
The government's direct involvement in overseas torture to pro

mote U.S.  neo-colonial interests continued in subsequent decades. Jen
nifer Harbury, whose husband, Everado, was tortured and killed by the 

Guatemalan military in 1995, carefully documents the presence of U.S. 
intel l igence agents in secret Latin American torture cells.103 The last 
sighting of Everado in 1 992 by a young prisoner o f  war who escaped 
from a mili tary base bears the sickening marks of the modern torture 
apparatus: 

He was chained to a cot, with an unidentified gas tank nearby. He 
was stripped naked and his entire body was extraordinarily swollen, 
with one arm and leg heavily bandaged, as if they had hemorrhaged. 
He was raving. Colonel Julio Roberto Alpirez, a graduate of the U.S. 
School of the Americas , was bending over him, taking careful notes. 
A physician stood in  the doorway, on hand to prevent an accidental 
death. 104 

Harbury 's  desperate attempts to save Everado ' s  life were met with offi
cial denials of any information about the secret military prisons or her 
husband ' s whereabouts. 105 It was later revealed that the CIA was not 
only aware of the detention of Everado and other Guatemalan political 
prisoners, but paid Colonel Alpirez for information extracted from them 

by tonure . 106 According to Harbury, "[a]gents were not simply purchas
ing information from unsavory ch aracters, they were wanderi ng in and 
out of the torture cells and handing out cash." 1 07 

Yidal-Naquet connected the French authorities' practice of tortur
ing A lgerians in the 1 950s to the endemic torture in the French colonies 
a century earlier. "The victims are not criminals or suspects, but the 

t:nt i re mass of the population unwil l ing to submit to regimentation by 
the machinery of colonial government." 108 In his March 2 ,  1 955, report 
on an inqui ry into pol ice torture of Algerian prisoners, M. Roger Wuil
laume, a civil Inspector-General, resorted to a familiar parsing of the 

102. Strassfeld, supra note 7, at 301 (internal quotation marks and citation omiucd). 
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legal definition of torture to give the police leeway m their 

interrogations: 
[T]he water and electricity methods, provided they are carefully used, 
produce a shock which is more psychological than physical and do 
not therefore constitute excessive cruelty . . . .  The criminal police, 
and only the criminal police, should be authorized . . .  to use 'special 
methods' . . .  employed only in the presence of an officer or superin
tendent of criminal police. This conclusion, which takes us back to a 
recent and painful past [a reference to the Gestapo] may appear 
repugnant. But since the problem is with us, we must face it. 109 

"The gravity of M .  Wuillaume's conclusions scarcely req uires empha
sis[,]" Vidal-Naquet wrote in 1 963. 1 10 He was outraged at the notion 
that "[a] highly placed Civil Servant, in no way connected with the 
police, proposed simply to legalize torture, to re-establish what in the 
Middle Ages was known as 'interrogation by water', adding also a more 
modem method, electricity." ' ' '  Vidai-Naquet goes on to describe how 
the French military applied this doctrine to justify torturing Algerian 
detai nees, who were then denied protections of French law by the 
French judicial system in Algeria. 1 1 2  

The rationale for torture grounded in the victims' savage nature and 
outlaw status is validated by the act of torture itself. Torture transforms 
its victims, rather than the perpetrators, into criminals and terrorists. 
Philipose observes that "[d]espite clear evi dence of abuse inflicted by 
whites, terror becomes a racial marker reserved for blacks, dissidents, 
minorities, and Muslims."' 1 3 Positioning racialized captives in total 
subjection makes the torturer appear to be defending civilization, Jaw, 
and order; the injured captive becomes the wrongdoer deserving of pun
ishment. The act of lynching African Americans, brutalizing colonial
ized indigenous people, and torturing Muslim detainees thus validated 
whites' belief in their dangerous propensities. 

IV. ToRTURE AND THE RE-BioLoGIZATION or RAcE 

Direct connections between the torture of detainees by the U.S.  mil
itary and torture of blacks by U.S. law-enforcement offic ials have 
already surt·aced. It is l i kely that some of the military perpetrators, such 
as convicted Abu Ghraib ringleader Charles Graner, pert·ected their tech
niques as prison guards in the United States. 1 1 4 Conversely, Area Two 

I 09. /d. at 35 (quoting the repon) (alteration in original). 
1 10. /d. 
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ringleader Jon B urge borrowed i nstruments of torture that he saw as a 
mi l itary policeman in Vietnam to coerce confessions from black sus
pects on the south side of Chicago. 1 1 5 The black box with wires and a 

crank that the French colonial officer kept in his quarters to interrogate 

V ietnamese found its way to U . S .  police stations as a device for interro

"atino African A mericans . 1 1 6 I:> I:> 
The nexus between the politics of race and torture implicates more 

than these common techniques of racial ized brutal ity. Because of the 
hi story of U . S .  racialization by torture, the tolerance of state torture 
abroad can reinforce the domestic racial order that torture has helped to 
preserve. The legal defense by the nation's highest officials of inhu
mane treatment in detention centers and the steady dose of torture in the 
media have acclimated the American public to the infliction of pain and 
degradation on racial ized nonwhite bodies. Torture is increasingly 
championed by movies and television shows that depict its successful 
deployment by patriotic heroes to divert di saster and promote the 
national interest.'  1 7  National polls show that more than one-third of 
Americans reported that torture was legitimate in some cases and only 
one-third considered the abuses at Abu Ghraib to constitute "torture."118 
Acts of cruelty and humiliation that might have shocked these Ameri
cans' conscience s i x  years ago now seem the normal fare easily rational
ized by fam iliar "ethical" arguments. 1 1 9 

The normalization of torture i s  occurring at the same time that sci
entific and commercial interest in genetic differences among the "races" 
resurges. After World War ll ,  the rejection of eugenics, which had sup
ported steri lization laws and other destructive programs in the United 
States, 120 generated a compelling critique of the biological basis of race. 
The classification of human beings into distinct biologi cal races was 
invented to provide the foundation for racist ideology and i nequities of 
power and has been propped up by deeply flawed scientific evidence.121 
Social scientists ' conclusion that race is a social construct was con

firmed by genomic studies of human variation, including the Human 
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Genome Project, showing high levels of genetic similarity within the 
human species. 1 22 Some scholars believed that the science of human
genetic diversity would replace race as the preeminent means of group
ing people for scientific purposes. 

Reports of the demise of race as biological fact were premature. 
Debates about the scientific validity of race have reemerged in questions 
about its proper use in genomic, biomedical, and biotechnology 
research.123 Using novel genomic tools, some genetic and social scien
tists claim that clusters of genetic similarity correspond to antiquated 
racial classifications and that human racial di fferences are real and sig
nificant. 124 Commercial DNA diagnostic technologies offer consumers 
a means to determine their racial identity and gcncalogy. 1 25 

Pharmacogenomics researchers, studying the genetic origins of disease 
and differential responses to treatment, are developing pharmace uticals 
designed to treat illness in particular racial and ethnic groups. 1 26 

In June 2005 the Food and Drug Administration ("FDA") approved 
the first race-based pharmaceutical, BiOi! ,  to treat heart failure specifi
cally in African Americans. 127 BiOi! is the combination of two generic 
drugs that doctors had prescribed to pati ents regardless of their race. 
The FDA permitted its maker, Nitromed, to market BiOil as a drug for 
black people.128 Making BiOi] race-specific also allowed Nitromed to 
extend its patent to the year 2020, a prerequisite for the drug to be profit
able.129 The raison d ' etre of race-specific heart medicine is the belief 
that black heart patients have higher mortality rates because of genetic 
differences among races, either in the reason for getting heart disease or 
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in the reason for responding differently to heart-disease medication5.no 

These technological innovations transfer new knowledge on human 
genetic variation from the laboratory to the marketpla�e and media for 
public consumption. Through race-based technologies and the dis
courses interpreting them, complex findings about the g�netics of dis
case and human diversity are translated into new scientific confirmation 
of natural racial divisions. By incorporating made-up racial groupings 
into genetic research, scientists and entrepreneurs hl'e producing biotech
nologies that validate people's belief that race is a natural classification. 

What exactly is the danger produced by this coincidence of the nor
mali zation of torture and of the bi ological definition of race? The easy 
transfer o f  torture technologies between foreign detention centers and 
U.S. prisons predicts even greater tolerance for brutality against black 
suspects and inmates. Scholars have noted that as racial inequality has 
become more institutionalized, i t  is less imperative to enforce white 
dominance through "more graphic forms of racial violence.''131 Jac
quelyn Hall observed that lynchings receded as legal institutions were 
developed to deny blacks "the opportunity to own land, the right to vote, 
access to ed ucation, and participation in the administration of the 
law."132 "IOlnce a new system of disenfranchisement, debt peonage, 
and segregation were firmly in place," she wrote, "mob violence gradu
ally declined."133 

But this reduction in the need for graphic violence, such as torture, 
does not diminish the relationship between torture and race; it shifts the 
main form of state-sanctioned racial violence from mob-inflicted to 
institutionalized punishment. A s  lynchings subsided, they were replaced 
by the imposition of capi tal punishment disproportionately on blacks. 
Executions of blacks used to mimic lynchings as closely as possibleY4 
As debt peonage disappeared, state prisons took over plantations and the 
racially disproportionate prison population swelled. 135 Today's impris
onment rate i s  five ti mes as high as i n  1 972 and surpasses that of all 

other nations . 1 36 On any given day, nearly one-third of black men in 
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their twenties are under the supervision of the criminal justice system
either behind bars, on probation, or on parole. 1 37 Racial violence 
remains widespread, but is cloaked in colorblind due process that is 
administered by state officials. 

The biologization of race seems acceptable today precisely because 
prior forms of overt racial violence have been institutionalized and are 
therefore invisible to many Americans. Scienti sts, pundits, and entrepre
neurs can disassociate their promotion of inherent racial classifications 
from prior explicitly racist and eugenic incarnations because racial ine
quality no longer relies on overt white supremacy. At the same time, a 
renewed belief in i nherent racial differences provides an alternative 
explanation for persistent gross inequities i n  blacks' health and welfare 
despite the end of de jure discrimination . 1 38 The official sanctioning and 
public tolerance of torture reinforces this new biopolilics, based on bio
logically defined racial categories and instituti onalized inequality, pro
viding a mechanism for the re-production of white supremacy i n  the 
post-civil-rights era. The acceptance of torture of enemy combatants 
not only helps to normalize the abuse of incarcerated black citizens; it 
also threatens to support mass incarceration itself, along with other 
forms of institutionalized racism, and to contain organized resistance 
against it. Thus, the imperialist defense of torture helps to legiti mate a 
new coercive biopolitics of race at a time when the United States claims 
to have progressed beyond violent enforcement of racial hierarchies. 

V. CoNCLUSION 

Using race to classify bodies of color as inherently uncivil ized per
mits a civi lized nation like the United States to perpetrate barbaric prac
tices such as torture, capital punishment, and mass incarceration. By 
marking its racialized victims as utterly subservient, torture preserves 
and produces a racial hierarchy that also contradicts democratic ideals. 
Law-enforcement officials' contemporary abuse of blacks and the mili
tary's contemporary abuse of detainees m i rrors U.S. historical enforce
ment of white supremacy and imperialist racial order through torture. 
The current normalization of torture works to legitimate a new regime of 
racial biopolitics by making racial inequality and punitive governance 
seem natural . 
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